High-dose, short-interval daptomycin regimen was safe and well tolerated in three patients with chronic renal failure
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Background: The recommended daptomycin dosage is 4 or 6 mg/kg/day for the treatment of complicated skin and soft tissue infections or for Staphylococcus aureus bacteremia, endocarditis, and osteomyelitis. Every other day administration is usually recommended for patients with mild to moderate renal impairment. Higher doses (>6 mg/kg/day) have been explored as a possible alternative. Daptomycin is considered a safe anti-methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) drug, although renal dysfunction may be worsened. In this paper we report on three patients with chronic renal failure who received a higher dose of daptomycin daily for successful treatment for MRSA bacteremia, MRSA osteomyelitis, and methicillin-resistant S. epidermidis (MRSE) endocarditis.

Results: Previous administration of other drugs, including vancomycin, teicoplanin, and linezolid, had failed. In spite of daily treatment with daptomycin instead of the recommended alternate day regimen, adverse effects, such as elevation of creatinine and creatine phosphokinase, did not occur.

Conclusion: These experiences suggest that administration of high-dose/short-interval daptomycin can be efficient and safe even in the setting of renal dysfunction, and should be considered for the treatment of severe MRSA/MRSE infections in these patients.
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Introduction
Daptomycin is a lipopeptide antibiotic with potent in vitro bactericidal activity against most clinically relevant strains of Gram-positive bacteria, including resistant strains such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant enterococci.1,2 Recently, daptomycin has come to be used in Japan, as it is in more than 70 other countries.3,4 Unfortunately, clinical failures and resistant strains have already been reported for daptomycin.3,5 Consequently, doses greater than those approved are being considered as an alternative.3,4 Higher doses may be effective because of the pharmacokinetic profile of daptomycin and its concentration-dependent activity.3,7 Although clinical experience with doses >6 mg/kg/day is limited, this dose has been increasingly utilized and daptomycin has been shown to be safe and well tolerated at doses up to 12 mg/kg/day in healthy volunteers.7 Nevertheless, use of high-dose daptomycin regimens remains controversial.
Adverse events after daptomycin therapy have been reported, although the agent is generally well tolerated and safe. The tissue most sensitive to adverse events related to daptomycin is skeletal muscle, and some trials have demonstrated increased skeletal myopathy and elevation of creatine phosphokinase (CPK). Therefore, CPK values should be monitored weekly during daptomycin therapy and it is recommended that administration should be stopped in the event of CPK elevation.

Here, we present three patients with chronic renal failure who received a relatively high dose of daptomycin daily and experienced efficacy, both clinically and microbiologically. These patients experienced no adverse effects, including no elevation of CPK and creatinine, in spite of the fact that their estimated glomerular filtration rate was 10–30 mL/min/1.73 m², for which setting the usual recommendation is administration every other day.

Case reports

Case 1
An 80-year-old woman who was diagnosed with infectious endocarditis due to methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus epidermis (MRSE) was administered daptomycin 5.9 mg/kg every other day, which is the regimen recommended in Japan (Figure 1). Three days later, daptomycin was changed to linezolid because inflammation markers had not improved; however, on day 7, nausea developed, suggesting an adverse effect of linezolid, so teicoplanin was started. Four days later, improvement in inflammation markers, such as numbers of white blood cells and C-reactive protein level, was less than expected, and nausea continued.

Therefore, we were consulted as infectious disease physicians; we suggested reinstituting daptomycin, but on a daily basis under careful observation, given that the every other day regimen had been ineffective on the first 3 days. Additional anti-MRSA drugs, such as rifampicin, were also considered, but the patient had a history of allergy to rifampicin. Unfortunately, mild interstitial pneumonia was subsequently seen on chest X-ray; however, the more expected adverse effects, such as elevation of CPK and creatinine, did not occur during the course of daptomycin treatment. The pneumonia improved with corticosteroid therapy soon after daptomycin administration was discontinued.

Case 2
A 75-year-old woman admitted to stabilize chronic heart failure was found to have MRSA bacteremia. Teicoplanin was started, but she complained of lumbago, and osteomyelitis was also found on magnetic resonance imaging. Therefore, treatment was changed to linezolid because better tissue penetration was expected (Figure 2). However, platelets decreased to less than 1 × 10⁹ cells/µL (4.3 × 10⁹) as an adverse effect of linezolid, and so we were consulted on day 28. Because of the results from the patient described in case 1, who did not show an increase of CPK and creatinine, we suggested a change to daptomycin 6.2 mg/kg daily under close observation, in spite of her renal function (creatinine clearance 19.1 mL per minute). One month later, no adverse effects, including no elevation of CPK and creatinine, had occurred, and daptomycin therapy was clinically efficacious.

Case 3
An 85-year-old man who had undergone surgery for urinary bladder tumors was admitted because urinary infection was suspected. There were no findings indicating pyelonephritis by ultrasound examination, but meropenem 0.5 g twice daily improved by corticosteroid therapy.

Figure 1 Clinical course of case 1, an 80-year-old female who was treated for infectious endocarditis due to methicillin-resistant coagulase-negative Staphylococcus. Renal function: creatinine clearance 23.1 mL per minute and estimated glomerular filtration rate 20.3 mL/min/1.73 m².

Abbreviations: WBC, white blood cells; CRP, C-reactive protein; Cr, creatinine; CPK, creatine phosphokinase; TEIC, teicoplanin; DAP, daptomycin; LZD, linezolid.
was begun empirically by the primary physicians because of their suspicion of severe sepsis due to Gram-negative rods, including extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing strains of *Escherichia coli* and *Klebsiella* species, which are seen (about >20%) in urology patients in Japan (Figure 3). However, 2 days later, MRSA, with a minimum inhibitory concentration for vancomycin of 1 µg/mL (susceptible), was isolated from the blood culture, and vancomycin was started at a dose determined by the renal function (creatinine clearance 16.3 mL per minute). The dosage of meropenem and vancomycin determined by the primary physicians was quite low at first (half of the usual) because of concern for possible deterioration of renal function. In fact, vancomycin was ineffective and the trough level was quite low (7.8 µg/mL). Further, MRSA was again isolated from the day 3 blood culture, and inflammation indicators, such as white blood cells and C-reactive protein level, had not improved. Indicators of the physical condition of the patient, such as blood pressure and respiratory status, had also worsened; therefore, we were consulted and, because of our experiences with cases 1 and 2, we again suggested that vancomycin should be changed to daptomycin 8 mg/kg daily under...
careful observation. After administration of daptomycin, blood cultures became negative for MRSA, and inflammation markers also improved. No adverse effects were noted, including no decreased creatinine clearance.

Discussion

Daptomycin is an antimicrobial agent used to treat Gram-positive organisms, including MRSA, vancomycin-resistant enterococci, and MRSE. It has been successfully used in the treatment of complicated infections due to these Gram-positive multidrug-resistant pathogens, especially endocarditis, wound infections, and device-related and catheter-related infections in intensive care units.

In this report, we present three patients successfully treated with a relatively high-dose, short-interval (daily) daptomycin regimen, instead of the more usual lower-dose, every other day regimen. A retrospective chart review has been reported for all patients treated with high-dose daptomycin from 2004 to 2007. The investigators reported that 22 (36.1%) of 61 patients experienced mild adverse events (eg, diarrhea, nausea, and arthralgia) that did not necessitate discontinuation of daptomycin. In 47 patients who had CPK analysis (either paired at the beginning of and during therapy or at random during treatment), significant CPK elevation was observed in only three cases (6.4%). Thus, it was concluded that high-dose daptomycin at a mean dose of 8 mg/kg/day was well tolerated. Consistent with that report, elevation of CPK did not occur in the three current cases; our experience also supports the suggestion that higher and continuous use of daptomycin might be acceptable, rather than the recommended 4–6 mg/kg every other day regimen, which was safe but sometimes less effective, as it was initially for the current case.

Moise et al analyzed 106 patients who received daptomycin for S. aureus bacteremia and had mild (creatinine clearance 30–50 mL per minute) or moderate (creatinine clearance 10-30 mL per minute, no dialysis) renal insufficiency, and found that daptomycin treatment was successful in 81% of patients. In that study, the treatment response differed significantly (P=0.006) according to the degree of renal insufficiency, with higher failure rates occurring among those with moderate renal insufficiency receiving the usual regimen. Only two patients experienced an increase in CPK, which resolved after stopping daptomycin. No patients developed worsening renal insufficiency related to daptomycin administration.

In our three cases, the decreased renal function might have been due to sepsis, but treatment with high-dose daily daptomycin was not only effective but also did not increase creatinine and CPK. Recently, it has been suggested that unsuccessful treatment of mild to moderate renal failure patients using daptomycin may be because of use of lower doses and/or long intervals between doses. Our experience with these cases suggests that a higher-dose, shorter-interval regimen than is usually recommended today is effective for patients with renal impairment.

The European Cubicin Outcomes Registry and Experience (EU-CORE) study of 1,127 patients reported that there was no increase in the proportion of patients with creatinine clearance <30 mL per minute after initiation of daptomycin treatment. In the EU-CORE study, elevated CPK was reported as a severe adverse effect in only one patient. However, three patients in a report from New York developed serum CPK elevations >1,000 U/L and all were symptomatic with complaints of constitutional and/or musculoskeletal symptoms following 24–28 days of daptomycin treatment. Therapy was discontinued in these three patients, leading to prompt resolution of symptoms and the CPK abnormality. Therefore, administration of daptomycin could be withdrawn when any abnormal laboratory data and symptoms occur; in special circumstances, use of the higher-dose daptomycin regimen under careful observation, including daily blood collection for laboratory analysis, may be appropriate. The current three patients were carefully observed by nephrologists and urologists.

In the current case 1, mild pneumonia occurred and might have been due to administration of daptomycin; this improved after withdrawal of daptomycin and initiation of steroid therapy. Although more than one million patients worldwide received daptomycin in 2004–2010, only seven cases of definitive eosinophilic pneumonia related to daptomycin were confirmed. All seven cases improved or were cured after suspension of daptomycin therapy, and five were treated with corticosteroids. Drug-induced pneumonia as a consequence of daptomycin therapy is very rare, and is often treatable. However, a change to another anti-MRSA drug was needed for the two other reported cases who developed recurrent pneumonia after readministration of daptomycin.

Multiple cases of treatment with high-dose daptomycin in patients with normal renal function have been reported in the literature, and the investigators have attributed clinical success to the increased daptomycin dosage. Dosages of 8–12 mg/kg daily have been utilized for prolonged periods of time for the treatment of acute bacterial MRSA endocarditis, MRSA bacteremia, vancomycin-resistant enterococcal...
endocarditis, and prosthetic infections. We have also used these high-dose daptomycin regimens for patients with normal renal function: only 1/12 (8.3%) patients had elevation of CPK, and treatment was clinically effective in 8/12 (66.7%, data not shown). We did not adequately analyze the efficiency of high-dose daptomycin by comparing with cases who received regular or lower doses; further detailed study will be needed to confirm the efficiency and safety of the high-dose daptomycin regimen.

An additional problem to anticipate is the possibility of increased resistance to daptomycin if higher dosages are used as regular treatment in the future. Emergence of daptomycin resistance in MRSA has been reported.\(^\text{15}\) Wild-type \(S.\) \(aureus\) with minimum inhibitory concentrations of daptomycin greater than the susceptible range might be rare, but had been recovered from patients who received vancomycin, patients who had never received daptomycin, and patients who were antibiotic-naïve.\(^\text{16,17}\) Spontaneous resistance is uncommon, but resistance can be induced in vitro by serial passage in increasing concentrations of daptomycin.\(^\text{18}\) We need to remain vigilant against the appearance of daptomycin-resistant MRSA when using high-dose regimens.

In conclusion, we treated three patients who tolerated relatively high-dose daily daptomycin administration in spite of renal dysfunction, a condition for which an every other day regimen is usually recommended. There was no elevation of CPK or creatinine, and there was improvement of their bacteremia, endocarditis, and osteomyelitis. Other anti-MRSA drugs and daptomycin every other day were not as effective in these cases. We suggest, therefore, that a more continuous and higher-dose regimen of daptomycin should be considered as initial therapy for very severe infections, even in the setting of moderate renal insufficiency. These patients should be carefully monitored by laboratory examinations for early detection of any deterioration of renal function. Use of this high-dose regimen must be confirmed in a larger number of patients with renal failure.
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